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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

RYUHO OKAWA

is internationally recognized as a global visionary, best-selling author, revered World Teacher, and the founder
and CEO of the Happy Science Group (a global utopian movement)
with a simple goal: to help people find true happiness and create a
better world.
Okawa’s deep compassion and sense of responsibility for
the happiness of each individual has prompted him to publish over
2,800 titles of religious, spiritual and self-development teachings covering a broad scope of topics, including how our thoughts influence
reality, the nature of life and the path to enlightenment. Okawa also
writes on topics of management, the economy and the relationship
between religion and politics in a global context.
Okawa’s books have been translated into 31 languages and
many of them have become best-selling international titles with over
100 million copies sold worldwide.
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AUTHOR’S TRUE STORIES

Twiceborn
My Early Thoughts that Revealed My True Mission
The incredible story of how Ryuho Okawa
achieved enlightenment to become a Living Buddha and Modern-Day Savior. This book is shimmering with inspiring perspectives to improve your
life. It is recommended to watch the live action
film Twiceborn alongside it.
Hardcover • 208 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125747 • US $19.95

Companion award-winning film: Twiceborn
Available on VOD and DVD
Visit: twicebornmovie.com

The New Resurrection
My Miraculous Story of
Overcoming Illness and Death
An inspiring autobiographical account of an astonishing miracle experienced by author Ryuho
Okawa, who resurrected from physical death in
2004 after a severe myocardial infarction. We all
harbor a powerful will to live; discover the innate
essence that regenerates our well-being.
Hardcover • 192 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125648 • US $19.95

The award-winning film based on the book: Immortal Hero
Available on VOD and DVD
Visit: immortal-hero.com
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SPRING 2021 NEW TITLE: AFTERLIFE

The Laws of Secret
Awaken to This New World and Change Your Life
The secret of the spirit world (the other world or
afterlife) is finally revealed! Understand the mystical truth that God's love has been letting you live.
The 'new perspective' offered in this book will
make your life shine and beautify the world.
Paperback • 240 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125815 • US $16.95
Published: April 20, 2021

D I S C OV E R

• The Mystical Secret which penetrates this
world and the other.

• The secrets behind virus infection such as
COVID-19 and spiritual possession and how to
remove them.

• The secrets of exorcism.
• The secrets of the mystical power of God and
the miraculous power of faith which are necessary to overcome the crisis of humanity and
bring a prosperous future.

Related film: Beautiful Lure - A Modern Tale of Painted Skin
Received more than 65 awards in 11 countries
Available on VOD and DVD on August 10, 2021
Visit: beautifullure.com
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SPRING 2021 NEW TITLES: BUDDHISM

The True Eightfold Path
Guideposts for Self-innovation
Buddha’s Eightfold Path is called ‘the Secret Treasure of Mankind’ as it has the tremendous power
to transform one's life inside out to become a happier, compassionate and more productive person.
Apply Okawa's 'True Eightfold Path' in today's
world to make quality choices in life.
Paperback • 256 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125808 • US $16.95
Published: March 30, 2021

Rojin, Buddha's Mystical Power
Its Ultimate Attainment in Today’s World
Rojin is one of Buddha's six divine supernatural
powers: the ultimate ability to manage them all.
Discover the secret of Ryuho Okawa who integrates these six mystical powers with common
sense living. Learn how to develop and use Rojin
to refine your soul and successfully manage your
life.
Paperback • 224 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125822 • US $16.95
Publishing date: September 13, 2021
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FALL 2021 NE W TITLES : SELF-HELP

How to Become a
Creative Person
How can we become creative when we feel we are
not naturally creative?
This book provides easy to follow universal and
hands-on-rules to become a creative person in
work and life.
These methods were proven by the success of the
author who founded Happy Science in 1986, gave
more than 3,000 lectures, published more than
2,800 books, established educational institutions (middle and high schools and a university),
launched a publishing company, a political party,
and has more than 12 million followers worldwide.
These methods of becoming creative are certain
to bring you success in work and life.
Discover the secret ingredient for becoming truly
creative.
Paperback • 175 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125846 • US $16.95
Publishing date: October 15, 2021
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FALL 2021 NE W TITLES : SPIRITUAL TRUTH

The Ten Principles from
El Cantare Volume I
Ryuho Okawa’s First Lectures
on His Basic Teachings
This book contains author Ryuho Okawa's historic first five passionate lectures of the Ten Principles of Happy Science, which produced countless enthusiastic followers in Japan. The essence
of Okawa's teachings and the secret of the miraculous development of Happy Science is revealed
in simple words. By Exploring the Right Mind as
taught in this book, you will know that you are
essentially a spiritual being and the purpose of
your life is to obtain true happiness in the name of
enlightenment. These principles serve to integrate
all religion, philosophy, and academic study.
Paperback • 272 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125853 • US $16.95
Publishing date: November 15, 2021

The Ten Principles from
El Cantare Volume II
Ryuho Okawa’s First Lectures
on His Wish to Save the World
A sequel to The Ten Principles from El Cantare
Volume I. This book contains the latter five of the
Ten Principles of Happy Science. In this book you
can learn not only to improve yourself but how
to make differences in society and create an ideal
world. Recommended to read with Volume I.
Paperback • 272 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125860 • US $16.95
Publishing date: January 15, 2022
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BUDDHISM : PATH TO ENLIGHTENMENT
FROM BEGINNERS TO ADEPTS

The Essence of Buddha
The Path to Enlightenment
The essence of Shakyamuni Buddha’s original
teachings of the mind are explained in simple language: how to attain inner happiness, the wisdom
to conquer ego, and the path to enlightenment for
people in the contemporary era. It is a way of life
that anyone can practice to achieve lifelong selfgrowth.
Paperback • 208 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125068 • US $14.95

The Challenge of The Mind
An Essential Guide to Buddha's Teachings:
Zen, Karma, and Enlightenment
A guide to exploring the infinite potential of our
mind from Buddha's perspective. Okawa thoroughly explains the essential tenets of Buddhism.
These teachings can elevate our state of mind to
the core part of our Buddha Nature or Divine
Nature and improve our capacity for love and enlightenment.
Paperback • 208 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125457 • US $16.95
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BUDDHISM : PATH TO ENLIGHTENMENT
FROM BEGINNERS TO ADEPTS

The Laws of
Great Enlightenment
Always Walk with Buddha
Enlightenment is neither a sudden nor spontaneous state of being. Okawa explains that enlightenment must be worked on and maintained
throughout one's lifetime. Okawa also criticizes
the "sudden enlightenment" of Zen Buddhism and
explains how work ability and enlightenment are
interrelated.
Paperback • 256 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125624 • US $17.95

The Power of Basics
Introduction to Modern Zen Life
of Calm, Spirituality and Success
Learn the essence of Zen Buddhism with exceptional clarity. The basics form the foundation of
all activities in life. Discover how they ensure universal and enduring success in one's work, home
life, and spiritual mission.
Paperback • 224 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125754 • US $16.95
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AF TERLIFE / SPIRITUAL TRUTH / REINCARNATION

The Laws of the Sun
One Source, One Planet, One People
Life's fundamental questions answered! Discover
the true framework of the universe and the Truth.
Learn how to improve the quality of our love and
enlightenment to create a new era, the Age of the
Sun, built upon faith and the harmonious integration of spirituality with scientific advancement.
Paperback • 288 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125433 • US $15.95

The Nine Dimensions
Unveiling the Laws of Eternity
Where do we come from and where do we go
after death? Ryuho Okawa provides in-depth explanations about the multi-dimensional universe.
The afterlife (spirit world) or multi-dimensional
universe, is an orderly place built upon the law of
same wavelengths or vibrations and the level of
enlightenment.
Paperback • 200 pages • ISBN: 978-0982698563 • US $15.95

My Journey
through the Spirit World
A True Account of My Experiences of the Hereafter
Ryuho Okawa's true account of experiences in the
Afterlife. Knowing what awaits in life after death
helps us to live our current life better and more
meaningfully. Discover the Spiritual Truth about
brain death, organ transplants, and abortion.
Paperback • 224 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125419 • US $15.95
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UNIVERSAL SPIRITUAL TRUTH

The Laws of Steel
Living a Life of Resilience,
Confidence and Prosperity
"Steel" refers to the true strength and resilience of
our souls as children of God. Okawa advocates
the importance of adopting a mindset that invites
prosperity, and teaches that happiness and success
are inherent in all of us: we must simply change
our mindset to actualize it.
Paperback • 208 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125655 • US $16.95

The Laws of Bronze
Love One Another, Become One People
"Bronze" is a symbol of unshakable faith. Okawa
encourages us to find God's true love and vigilantly seek the universal Truth. Throughout this book
we can learn how to build and protect our faith
alongside the emphasis that we are all one people
on this Earth in the wake of opening the space
age.
Paperback • 208 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125501 • US $15.95

The Laws of Faith
One World Beyond Differences
How can faith unite all people? Ryuho Okawa
reveals that his spiritual name, El Cantare, is the
genesis of all world religions and has been guiding humanity since antiquity. Understand the one
source that we all share, overcome differences, and
become one people on planet Earth.
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Paperback • 224 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125341 • US $15.95

The Laws of Mission
Essential Truths For Spiritual
Awakening in a Secular Age
Discover and unleash the power of our divine
purpose! Ryuho Okawa's inspiring messages deliver thought provoking breakthroughs to inspire
spiritual awareness and accelerate personal development in a secular age which denies both. Learn
how you can prepare for the coming spiritual age!
Paperback • 208 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125242 • US $15.95

Secrets of the Everlasting Truths
A New Paradigm for Living on Earth
Ryuho Okawa offers a glimpse of the vast universe
created by God. Our planet will experience a decisive paradigm shift of "knowledge" and "truth,"
culminating in an era of paradoxical spirituality,
where mastery of science will depend on spiritual
knowledge.
Paperback • 220 pages • ISBN: 978-1937673109 • US $14.95

The Moment of Truth
Become a Living Angel Today
Okawa's first lectures and Q&A in Brazil in 2010.
Topics range from the basic tenets of Happy Science to an open invitation to become selfless Angels to help God create utopia on Earth. Includes
spiritual Truths about Vegetarians, Capital Punishment and the definition of the Antichrist.
Paperback • 160 pages • ISBN: 978-0982698570 • US $14.95
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SELF-HELP / HAPPINESS / SUCCESS

The Laws of Happiness
Love, Wisdom, Self-Reflection and Progress
Happiness is not found outside us; it is found
within us. It is in how we think, how we look at
our lives, and how we devote our hearts to the
work we do. Discover how the Fourfold Path of
Love, Wisdom, Self-reflection and Progress creates
a life of sustainable happiness.
Paperback • 208 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125709 • US $16.95

The Laws of Hope
The Light is Here
Learn the authentic way to realize your hopes
based on the Laws of Mind. We attract what is
sympathetic to our mindset. Learn the wisdom to
conquer life's problems and fulfill your mission of
Light. Discover how you can be the hope for the
world and the future!
Paperback • 208 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125761 • US $16.95

The Laws of Success
A Spiritual Guide to Turning
Your Hopes into Reality
In these pages you will find timeless wisdom for
living with purpose and advice on how to seed
joy at home and in the workplace. Ryuho Okawa
introduces 8 powerful principles to actualize hope,
guard from setbacks and live constructively.
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Paperback • 224 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125150 • US $15.95

The Art of Influence
28 Ways to Win People's Hearts
and Bring Positive Change to Your Life
Success often depends on our ability to work with
and motivate people around us. Ryuho Okawa
shows how mastering the "art of influence" will
help you become a bold and influential leader. Become a luminary who can win the hearts of many
and inspire change in both personal and professional life.
Paperback • 176 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125488 • US $15.95

Think Big!
Be Positive and Be Brave to Achieve Your Dreams
All achievements are distilled from a single
thought: “Think Big!” and are realized by the
courage to follow through. Ryuho Okawa inspires
readers with practical steps to harden determination, cultivate awareness, improve decision-making
and harness creativity to actualize dreams.
Paperback • 176 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125044 • US $12.95

The Heart of Work
10 Keys to Living Your Calling
Success at work can bring great joy, but we find
true delight when our tasks are imbued with passion and purpose. When we live our calling, we
can carry on through thick and thin, because we
know that our work brings value to others, in addition to personal fulfilment.
Paperback • 176 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125037 • US $12.95
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The Laws of
Invincible Leadership
An Empowering Guide for Continuous
and Lasting Success in Business and in Life
Ryuho Okawa shares essential rules for success
in life and work. Let Okawa's enthusiasm for
continuous development inspire you to become
invincible in all areas of life so as to continuously
succeed regardless of any outside factors.
Hardcover • 240 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125303 • US $19.95

A new journey of happiness awaits you.

Learn more at happyscience-usa.org.
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The Strong Mind
The Art of Building the Inner
Strength to Overcome Life's Difficulties
How can we build a resilient heart, develop richness of the mind, and cultivate the power of perseverance? This book is full of the wisdom necessary for us to rise and move forward, no matter
what difficulties we may face.
Paperback • 224 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125365 • US $15.95

The Royal Road of Life
Beginning Your Path of Inner Peace,
Virtue, and a Life of Purpose
What is the essence of a virtuous leader? How do
we live deeply and with noble purpose? This book
introduces a way of life based on understanding
the nature of our mind and gaining mastery over
it. It is a guide to maintaining peace of mind and
cultivating virtue throughout our life.
Paperback • 256 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125532 • US $16.95

Worry-free Living
Let Go of Stress and Live in Peace and Happiness
We all dream of solving our problems and achieving a life of inner peace, but life often presents
new worries to overcome. Ryuho Okawa presents
spiritual solutions and wisdom for developing
a peaceful mindset to get through life's array of
challenges.
Hardcover • 224 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125518 • US $16.95
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Invincible Thinking
An Essential Guide for a Lifetime
of Growth, Success, and Triumph
There is no defeat in life! "Invincible Thinking" is
a dynamite or mighty drill that bores through the
solid rock of challenges and difficulties in life. A
mindset of invincibility is the most powerful tool
to transform any negative karma or circumstance
into wisdom for the growth of our soul.
Hardcover • 224 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125259 • US $16.95

The Unhappiness Syndrome
28 Habits of Unhappy People
(and How to Change Them)
Ryuho Okawa diagnoses 28 common habits of the
"Unhappiness Syndrome" with potent remedies to
counter negativity and low self-esteem. With the
prescriptions outlined, you can flip patterns of unhappiness into expressions of replenished delight.
Paperback • 192 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125167 • US $15.95

The Starting Point of Happiness
An Inspiring Guide to Positive
Living with Faith, Love, and Courage
This self-renewing guide empowers everyone to
find strength amidst difficult circumstances and to
savor the joy of giving love to others in accordance
with the will of the great universe. The book will
awaken us to spiritual truths that invite authentic
and lasting happiness.
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Hardcover • 208 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125266 • US $16.95

MEDI TAT ION / WELL-BEING

The Miracle of Meditation
Opening Your Life to Peace,
Joy and the Power Within
The true purpose of Meditation is to connect our
soul with the wisdom of Heaven and recharge
the divine energy within. This book is a practical
guide for a variety of meditation types and reveals
how we can heal our soul through 'proper' methods of meditation and lead a purposeful life.
Paperback • 224 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125099 • US $15.95

Healing from Within
Life-Changing Keys to Calm,
Spiritual, and Healthy Living
Our mind and body are inseparable. Okawa reveals the source of various illnesses that modern
medicine cannot address. Unique remedies are
presented to help us maintain the optimal balance
of mind, body and soul. Understand the power of
our thoughts to build a happier and healthier life.
Paperback • 208 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125181 • US $15.95

A Life of Triumph
Unleashing Your light Upon the World
There is an innate power that can lift your heart
from despair to hope, from hardship to happiness,
and from defeat to triumph. We may not be able
to avoid setbacks, failures, and mistakes in life, but
we can overcome them when we become aware of
the power of the inner mind!
Paperback • 208 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125112 • US $15.95
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EXORCISM

The Real Exorcist
Attain Wisdom to Conquer Evil
A Guidebook for Modern Day Exorcism discussing problems which, in today's world, are mostly
referred to as psychiatric ailments. Protect yourself
and your loved ones by learning the mechanism
and logic behind spiritual possession. Learn the
spiritual cause of suicide, crimes and other dangerous acts.
Paperback • 208 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125679 • US $16.95

Related award-winning film: The Real Exorcist
Available on VOD and DVD
Visit: realexorcistmovie.com

The Hell You Never Knew
And How to Avoid Going There
Heaven and Hell exist in our mind but they are
not 50/50; rather, they are 90/10. Yet, one in two
people fall to Hell in this modern age. Why is this?
It is not just our actions, but our thoughts that
count. Learn how we can still fall to Hell without
overtly committing crimes.
Paperback • 208 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125525 • US $15.95
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GOD’S JUSTICE

The Laws of Justice
How We Can Solve World Conflicts and Bring Peace
What is global justice from a perspective of the
Supreme God? Ryuho Okawa bestows an enlightened perspective that peers beyond religious, political, societal, economic and academic disparities
to mend the ambiguities of worldly conflict and
reinforce God's infinite love.
Paperback • 224 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125051 • US $15.95

Love for the Future
Building One World of Freedom
and Democracy Under God's Truth
Ryuho Okawa presents concise solutions to global
issues by way of his unparalleled spiritual ability.
With this insight, Okawa urges freedom, democracy and faith to stand as the three pillars to individual happiness and world peace.
Paperback • 256 pages • ISBN: 978-1942125600 • US $15.95

Win a Free Book
from this catalog!

Email the book title, your full name,
phone number, and shipping address to:
10 FREE COPIES A MONTH,
U.S. AND CANADA ONLY.

 inquiry@okawabooks.com
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MUSIC BY RYUHO OK AWA

The Thunder
A Composition for Repelling the Coronavirus
Heaven's Gift for All Humanity
A "thunder-striking" anthem to repel the Coronavirus, received directly from Heaven.

The Exorcism
Prayer Music for Repelling Lost Spirits
Prayer Music to repel evil spirits and all kinds of
negative vibrations! Feel the divine tune of this exorcising symphony to banish all negativities and
to purify the environment around you.

With Savior
A Symphony from the Universe
Soul-lifting music with "sacred energy" to fill you
with hope. Listen to it continuously as a prayer or
hymn to elevate your vibration.

Water Revolution
Soul-Awakening Music Filled with Courage
Music to give power to the people, and push forward freedom, democracy, and faith in a totalitarian regime.
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Spotify, iTunes, and Amazon Music

 INQUIRY@OK AWABOOKS.COM

About IRH Press USA
Founded in 2013, New York based IRH Press USA Inc. is
the North American affiliate of IRH Press Co., Ltd., Japan. The Press exclusively publishes comprehensive titles
of self-help, spiritual and religious enrichment, and contemporary commentary by Ryuho Okawa, the author of
over 100 million books sold worldwide.
FOLLOW US

    
O K AWA B O O K S

Okawa Book Club Podcast
A Conversation about Ryuho Okawa's titles, topics ranging from self-help, current affairs, spirituality and religion.
AVA I L A B L E O N

Spotify, iTunes, and Amazon Music
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All titles are available at Amazon.com,
Barnes & Noble and other major bookstores.
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SUBSCRIBE

Okawa Book Club Newsletter
 eepurl.com/bsMeJj

